Youth Panel

- Medical Consent Forms need to be in or you cannot go
- NCHA Youth Panel
  28th July 2009
- Who's here...?
  George, Alison, Legge, Lisa
  Louise, Adrian, Norm
- Apologies... Andy, Sarah, Josh
Recording the Trip to Canada

- Glasgow Airport
- York hill Shirts
- Feedback from Social worker
- Yorhill Children Foundation
- Go! Youth Foundation

Checklist of what we need to confirm:
- List of morning meeting
- Video łazing each another
- Everyone can hear a go with the camera

Before going:

Ali - Presentation

- anything I have missed out?
- Design ideas for Mission for slides.

- York hill Children Foundation Bear
- Maria will send on background images from code of conduct cards
- Picture of York hill, information about Glasgow
- Group photo as a font slide
Gifts
Yorkhill Children's Foundation
- enamel bear keyring
- pens
- badge
- Tartan Boxer shorts
- Tartan scarves

Weather is hot
- 9 days of rain in August
- Air conditioning
- Only 1 piece of hold luggage
- 2 pieces of hand luggage
- Sensible shoes for walking around.

Next meeting
- 12th August
- 11am in Queen Mary's
Parents Meeting

Day 1
- Trip around the city
- CN Tower

Day 2
- Sick Kids Hospital
- Baseball

Day 3
- Rest day
- Niagara Falls

Day 4
- Bleuview
- BBQ

Day 5
- Video Interview
- Wrap ups
  1. Really good thing from Trip
  2. Really good thing about the Hospital
  3. Really good thing about how the Youth Council are involved
- Video hints of next meeting
- Good Shots
- What to film
- Flight Back to Glasgow
Weather is hot
9 days of rain in August
Air conditioning
only 1 piece of hold luggage
& 1 piece of hand luggage
Sensible shoes for walking around.

Toronto
Hub for treatment and training
Involved young people in the hospital.